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Certain lattices, such as that of all closed subsets of a topological 
space or that of all subtoposes of a given topos, may be called "co- 
Heyting algebras" in that they enjoy a "subtraction" operator left 
adjoint to join, dually to the "implication" operator right adjoint to 
meet which Heyting algebras have. The cited examples illustrate that 
such lattices may occur in practice directly, not only as formal 
opposites of Heyting algebras. In particular, there is for each element 
A of a co-Heyting algebra a smallest element non A whose join with A 
is the top element, and the meet A and  non A is a further element 
which deserves to be called the b o u n d a r y  of A. 

For example, given a retract-closed locally finite category, the 
subtoposes of the topos of presheaves on it correspond to the retract- 
closed subcategories A of the locally finite category itself, and the 
boundary of A is the category of those objects which are 
simultaneously objects in A and retracts of objects not in A. The 
subtoposes classify the models of positive (or "geometric") extensions 
of the theory for which the full presheaf category is classifying. For 
example, any positive extension of the theory of distributive lattices 
(such as the theory of Boolean algebras or the theory of totally- 
ordered sets with end points) corresponds to a subcategory A of the 
category of finite posets; the boundary of each such theory is another 
theory which in principle can be calculated by the method just 
described. It would be interesting to compute the boundary classes in 
this sense of various known classes of abelian groups. However, in 
this note I concentrate on another issue and on a different kind of 
example, the algebra of subobjects of a given object in a special kind 
of topos. 

In any co-Heyting algebra, the boundary operator satisfies a 
Leibniz product rule: the boundary of any meet of two elements is the 
join of two meets, each involving one of the elements and the 
boundary of the other. (This relationship is evident in the usual 



diagram showing a meet  as the intersection of  overlapping ovals,  if  
one takes ser iously the bounding curves of  the ovals).  There are 
several  other  un iversa l ly -va l id  relat ionships be tween  the co -Hey t ing  
operation "non" and the lattice operations, for example any element A 
is the join of  its boundary with its "core" non non A. 

In any p r e s h e a f  topos  (and more  genera l ly  any essent ia l  
subtopos of  a presheaf  topos), the lattice of  all subobjects o f  any given 
object is another example of  a co-Heyting algebra (as well as a Heyting 
algebra). The co-Heyt ing operations are in general not preserved by 
substi tution (inverse image) along maps, unlike the Heyting "not" and 
the "possibil i ty" operators provided by Grothendieck topologies.  More 
like those "necessi ty" operators for which de dicto/de re is a genuine 
distinction, we have for non in such a topos in general only the "lax" 
p r e s e r v a t i o n  

non(Af) c_ (non A)f 
for subobjects  A of the codomain of  a map f. Thus in particular, the 
non operator is not induced by an endomap of the truth-value object.  
Nonetheless,  it is subject to some control because of  the adjointness to 
join, which is preserved by substitution. 

In a presheaf topos, the elements of kind C in non A (where A is 
a subobject of X) are easily seen to be just those elements x of  kind C in 
X for which there exists some map u from C to another representable D 
and some z in X of kind D for which x = zu and z is not in A(D). For 
example ,  in the topos  of  directed graphs (where u can be ei ther  
"source" or  "target"), the boundary of  a subgraph A consists of  all its 
nodes which are either sources or targets o f  arrows (in the ambient 
graph) which are not in the subgraph A. 

P r o p o s i t i o n :  In the topos of  presheaves on a small category, the co- 
Heyt ing non is preserved by substitution along all maps iff  the small 
category is a groupoid (so that the Heyting and co-Heyt ing structures 
collapse to a Boolean one). 

Some toposes  suppor t  the intui t ion that their  ob jec t s  are 
arbi trary "spaces"  of  a speci f ied  kind, and this sugges ts  another  
Leibniz rule for the boundary of  a c a r t e s i a n  product: the boundary of  
a cyl inder  (such as the tin enclosing a tin can) is the union of  two 
cartesian products ,  each involving the boundary of  one of  the two 
factors. This turns out to be true in s o m e  presheaf  toposes;  in the 
others, de dicto/de re is a real distinction even for p r o j e c t i o n  maps, 
starkly underlining the need for "declaration of  variables " in order to 
have meaningful  formulas.  The connect ion be tween the two issues 
comes from the fact that a sub-cartesian product is a meet, namely of  
inverse images  along project ions.  
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T h e o r e m :  If a small category has the property that every map 
factors as a split mono fol lowed by a split epi, then, in the topos of  
presheaves  on it, the co -Hey t ing  non is preserved  by subst i tu t ion 
along any product  project ion,  and in part icular  the Leibniz  product  
rule for the boundary of  a cartesian product (within a larger cartesian 
product)  holds.  

Since one way to obtain such a factorization of  a map is to use its 
"graph" together with the graph of  any map in the reverse direction, 
we have 

C o r o l l a r y :  If  a small category has all hom-sets  nonempty and has 
binary products  (or coproducts),  then in the topos of  presheaves on it, 
the Leibniz  product  rule for the co -Hey t ing  boundary  of  cartesian 
products is valid. 

There is at least one important example in which the models  
have nei ther  products  nor coproducts  but yet have the factorizat ion 
property of  the theorem: 

C o r o l l a r y :  In the topos of simplicial sets, if A ~ X, B ~ Y then 
0(AxB) = (0A)x B u Ax0B 

for the co-Heyting boundaries 0 in XxY, X, Y respectively. 
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